
Born November 19, 1999. in Ivano-Frankivsk
2017-2022 studied at the Lviv National Academy of 
Arts (Department of Monumental Painting, OR 
Bachelor, Master).

I work in the field of painting, collage, photography. 
In my work I explore the theme of man and the 
influence on him. After all, absolutely every body 
bears the imprints of past experience: birth, growing 
up, absorbing external factors and transforming them 
into personal ones. Participant of art events and 
festivals in Ukraine and abroad.

Lesia Kovalchyshn



Series of works 
"Intersection of senses"

In this series, the author reveals 
the surreal nature of each 
person's thoughts and 
measurements. Her work is 
painting on canvas. Taking the 
shape of the head as a basis, it 
seems to penetrate into the 
consciousness of a person and in 
its own way works to reveal the 
symbolic codes that everyone 
forms for themselves. "



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x180cm



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x10cm



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x10cm



2023р.

Полотно/акрил

90х10см



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x10cm



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x10cm



2023p.

Canvas/acrylic

90x10cm

All works are filled with 
symbols, but it is worth noting 
that in each there is a house, 
or part of the house. After all, 
after a full-scale invasion, 
many lost their homes, and 
many also lost their inner 
home (peace, resistance).



The work that visited 
several exhibitions 
and festivals is now in 
the collection of the 
Cherkasy Museum of 
Modern Art



"Correction" 2021, canvas/acrylic, 180 x 360 cm.
Head of the project: M. Shymchuk



Several works from the 
series "Children's 
Chessboard"
The works are inspired by 
the horrors that Russians 
do.
About children whose 
childhood was destroyed by 
the war.



2022, canvas/acrylic 97x85cm.



2022, canvas/acrylic 97x85cm.



"X-ray"
2022.
canvas/acrylic
300x200cm.
Video Art

Head of the project:
A.Maksimenko



Fragments of video art
link to the video:
https://www.behance.net/gallery/161133795/X-ray





Triptych "Victoria"



"In the virtual"
Полотно, акрил





«Dissociation»
canvas, acrylic





"Product"
canvas, acrylic



"The View"
canvas, acrylic



Mural in NASV 
under the 
leadership of 
L. Medvedev



Additional links

saatchiartexhibitions



Thank you for your attention!
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